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A “typical” week for your MSP
One of the things I enjoy most about being Glasgow Shettleston’s MSP is the interesting places I visit, the people I meet and projects I can get
involved in. Most folk only get a brief snapshot of the work I do, so in this latest Parliamentary Report, I’ve put together a diary of a “typical”
week for me as Glasgow Shettleston’s MSP. I hope you find it interesting!

Monday

7:00am: time to get up. I’m out early this morning to deliver some local newsletters in
Dennistoun. Need to get in early to catch the tenement buzzer system! Some politicians only
deliver newsletters at election time. I try to get round a couple of times a year.
After delivering my newsletters, I head into my Constituency Office (Parkhead) for a quick
meeting with my staff. My staff and I meet every week to discuss constituency cases, some of
the major local issues and the week ahead. One of my staff tells me of an urgent problem a
constituent visited to talk about this morning, so I’ll be contacting Social Work to get more
information.

Tuesday is generally an Edinburgh day. The Parliament has changed
its sitting times, so we normally have committees (I’m Deputy
Convener of Finance) in the morning, followed by questions to the
Government and debates in the Chamber in the afternoon.
The day starts at 8:10am when I get on the train at Garrowhill (I live
across the road in Barlanark). A constituent who is a nurse gets on
the train too and starts chatting about anti-social behaviour in A&E
departments. I take her details and promise to contact the NHS
about the security issues she’s raised. I arrive in Edinburgh Waverley
at 9:15am and walk up the road to Parliament. In the office for
9:30am and working at my computer. I’ve also got some voicemails
to catch up with, so I phone constituents back and take notes of
their problems which I’ll pass onto my staff to chase up. I don’t
have a committee this morning, so I’ll put another dent in my email
inbox.
At 2:30pm I head to the Chamber to take part in a Government
debate on Actions to Deliver Sustainable Economic Growth. I
continue to make the point that investment in new affordable
socially rented housing is my number one priority. It creates jobs
and - crucially - provides more housing which is the main thing
constituents raise with me. The debate winds up at 5pm. At 6pm
there’s a reception in Parliament for SCVO (Voluntary Organisations)
who are here to tell us about their work. The reception finishes at
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8pm. I finish reading tomorrow’s committee papers and head for a meal
before walking to the hotel I stay at usually one night per week. Time to
watch the news on TV before heading off to bed.
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Tuesday

After the staff meeting I log-on to my computer to catch up with some emails. It’s been a fairly
heavy weekend with events, so I’ve not had a chance to look at my Blackberry. There are over
140 unread emails from constituents (I’ve got over 70,000!) and local groups. I’ll do some
emails up until lunch time before I head out to a local sandwich shop for lunch. There the café
owner is on for a chat to complain about the high number of takeaways and hot food shops in
Parkhead Cross. The Council sets a limit of 20% of shops being for hot food but this is not
always rigorously enforced and maybe needs to be reduced. After lunch I’m off to Baillieston
Library for a surgery, followed by a meeting in my office to talk about the future provision of
skateboarding at Barrachnie Park. Back to emails - there are another forty since lunch! This
evening I’m visiting a family at their home to talk about their son’s social work case, then I’m off
to a local community council, which doesn’t finish until 9pm.
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Wednesday
Today is one of the busiest days of the week. The Parliament’s finance committee meets at
9:30am, so I’ve read all my papers beforehand and I’m ready to quiz whatever witnesses we
have. This morning we’re questioning a Government report (I’m not satisfied with it), so the
witness is a Scottish Government Minister. Whilst the Minister is in the same party as I am, I
have a duty to be firm and ask difficult questions. Awkward! Sometimes the whips (the
MSPs responsible for keeping us in line) get frustrated because I challenge the
establishment and my own party too often - but that’s my job. I don’t think my
constituents voted for a ‘yes man’!
The Committee finishes at 12:45pm and I head straight to our MSP Group meeting. We
discuss the upcoming bills, debates and plan for the week ahead. Some of my colleagues
are excited about the forthcoming reshuffle, perhaps hoping to get a Ministerial post. Safe
to say I won’t be up for one - I enjoy the freedom of being a backbencher. After the group
meeting I head to the canteen for lunch. At 2:30pm I go to the Chamber - this afternoon
we’re debating a railways. It’s pertinent to Glasgow, so I manage to make a few
interventions during the debate.
After the debate and votes it’s 5pm, so I gather up my things and head for the train back to
Glasgow. Taking the night off, so I’ll aim for a pub meal and then maybe catch a film!

Thursday

Thursday morning, back to Edinburgh, and I don't have a committee, so this is a good time for meetings. First thing I’m meeting with CAMRA (the
Campaign for Real Ale). I agree that we should have more Scottish beers in our supermarkets and pubs - it will help the economy. After that meeting
I speak to the Prison Officers’ Association. They raise the issue of retirement ages for their members. If Police officers and Fire fighters, can retire
earlier, why shouldn't prison officers? 12 noon is FMQs (First Minister’s Questions) - this is the part you see most often on the news. There is often
more heat than light at these sessions - the real work is done at committees and in the main debates. After lunch I’ve got a bit of time for paperwork
and to meet the pupils from a local school who are through visiting the Parliament. We do a question and answer session - first question: “what
would an independent Scotland be like?” We have votes at 5pm and I can head home on the train to attend an evening meeting in Glasgow. Tonight
I’m meeting Families Need Fathers - a group who support fathers who may not have access to their kids. Home at my flat on Sandaig Road and finish
reading today’s Herald and Evening Times newspapers.

Friday
Friday is a constituency day. An opportunity for me to visit
local organisations, businesses and constituents who want to
see me. The morning starts at 9am with a visit to a local
business - they're showing me round their new premises.
Their bank may not renew their overdraft facility and they are
worried about that.

Saturday
Most weekends there’s an event on, be it a Church fete, a local fun day or the
opening of a new community facility, so I’ll head along to that in the morning
(where I meet more constituents for a chat) followed by an afternoon at the
football (I’m a season ticket holder for Clyde FC). Half time and I’m waiting in
the queue for a coffee. Someone taps me on the shoulder and asks about the
independence referendum. He wants to know if sixteen year-olds will get a
vote. I tell him I support that. Clyde get beat again! In the evening I hoover
the flat and iron some shirts before sitting down with a book.

Sunday
Attend my own church, Easterhouse Baptist. Even here folk ask about planning
and licensing issues. Visit my mother in Rutherglen. Take her dog (Buster) a
walk in Tollcross Park. In the evening visit another local church. There are over
40 churches in the constituency and I try to visit them once a year or so. They
all have different styles, so it’s good to see a variety!

After my visit to a Bridgeton engineering company, I’m
heading down to Carmyle to do a home visit for a disabled
constituent. I notice a pretty redundant street sign pointing to
Glasgow Zoo (closed in 2003!). I’ll ask the council to look into
this - it is confusing for visitors! In the afternoon I’ve got
meetings in my office before my Friday evening surgery in the
office (5-7pm). Last constituent leaves at 7:05pm, so I’ll head
home via the shops in Shettleston. Constituent stops me in
the fruit and veg aisle to ask about a housing case…

TOP STATS!
1575 - number of cases my office
has dealt with since I was elected in
May 2011.
10 - number of surgeries I hold each
month.
54,795 - total number of voters in
the
Glasgow
Shettleston
constituency.
3 - total number of full-time staff
w o r k in g
in
my
Parkhead
constituency office. They are, David,
Anne and Myra.
226 - number of housing cases I’ve
received.

